Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Retexture an Object


You will need:
Graphics program capable of rotating and skewing objects with layering capability
A working folder for your object's graphics
An object to retexture
A new texture for the object


Notes:
There is no right or wrong way to retexture something, but there are two main types of retexturing. This tutorial will cover both of them.

This is not a full object-making tutorial. It only covers the steps done in your graphics program. You also need the Transmogrifier (Tmog) to start and finish the object for your game.


Steps:
So you have an object that you want to retexture. You've done all of the preliminary work in Tmog to get your item's sprites into your working folder. You've opened all of your P Sprites and converted them to 'RGB' colour mode, then copied each of them and pasted them into your work file. If it's a multi-tile object, you've aligned the pieces so you have complete views of your object. You're all ready to give your object a new look. 

The first step is to work out what look you want for your new object. What you want to do will determine what type of retexturing you need to do. There are two main types:
	Paste a texture over the top of your object, then shade the texture using either light/dark brushes or masking and altering the tone of the masked area, following the original object as a rough guide. This works best for objects needing multiple textures. (Like a wood counter with different grain directions.)
	Adjust the tone and contrast of your object (or a masked part of it) until it's very light with dark grey shading, then mask the object and cover it completely with your new texture, making use of merging tools to get the shading of the base coming through onto the new texture. This works best where you want to keep the existing shading. (Like reupholstering a sofa.)

	Whatever you decide to do, all retexturing starts off the same way. Mask where you want a texture to go. 


	Open your pre-made texture, if you have one, and copy/paste it into your working file. Or make your new texture in your working file. 

One texture might be all you need, but if your object has surfaces at different angles, you'll need a few textures to fit those angles. Most objects have flat horizontal surfaces (the tops of objects), and vertical pieces (the fronts and sides of objects), at least. 

To make textures, start with a rectangle or square of your texture, then make a few copies of it. 

To make a flat horizontal texture, take a texture copy and skew it by -36 degrees, then rotate it by 63 degrees. Make sure the skew is a negative number. 

For the fronts and sides of objects, skew a texture copy to 27 degrees, then another to -27 degrees if you want to run the texture horizontally. For vertical textures, keep one copy unskewed. 

If you want to run a vertical texture horizontally, or a horizontal texture vertically, rotate a texture copy 90 degrees before you skew it that 27 or -27 degrees. 

If you do one of each (flat, vertical, horizontal skews at 27 and -27 degrees), that's 4 texture files that should cover the needs for most objects. 

To use a texture, make a copy/duplicate of it and work with that, so you don't have to remake it every time. 
 
	Choose the texture you want for the section you've masked and move it to cover the masked area. 'Clip to Mask', or cut out the section so it fits the mask, depending on what your graphics program can do. You can also invert the mask and erase the texture until it fits the area in your object. 


	To retexture your object by pasting textures in merge mode to keep existing shading, go to step 7. Otherwise...

Shade your texture piece by either changing its tone or using a lightening/darkening brush, again depending on your graphics program's features. Use the original object as a guide on what shadowing/highlighting to do where.


	Repeat steps 4 and 5 for any remaining areas you want to retexture. Then do all of your other graphics in the same way. When you're done, skip to step 10.


	To retexture using merge mode, select the texture piece you prepared in step 4 and make sure it's directly on top of your original object. Hide the texture piece, then switch to the original object. 'Desaturate' the object, then adjust the 'Lightness', 'Contrast' and 'Tone' of the object until it's very light grey/white with the shading clearly defined. It may take a bit of experimenting to get it right, as every object will need a different method to get the result needed.

Your graphics program might have more than one way to do it, but try looking for a tone adjusting method first. Often that covers lightening, darkening and contrast, as well as other methods for altering the tone of your image, all in one tool or window, so you can do it all in one go. Even desaturating may be included.

Once you do one, immediately repeat the same method on all of your other original graphics, before you forget what you did. Your graphics program may also have a menu command that repeats your last action on selected objects, which works very well if you have a tone adjusting method that does it all in one action. All of your objects need to end up with the same tone, so the object will have the same overall look in all views.


	Once your object is ready, go back to your texture piece and make it visible again. Check your program to find specific instructions on how to merge two images together. In my program, it's done through the 'Object Roll Up' and it's 'Merge' function. I set the merge mode to 'Subtract' and that changes the texture to show the original object underneath it. As it's very light in colour with distinctive shadows, it barely changes the colour of the texture, but the shadows are very clear. You'll need to check your graphics program for an equivalent or alternate method.


	Mask the next area you want to retexture, then repeat step 8 until your new graphic is finished. Make the other graphics in the same way.


	When you're all done retexturing, combine all of the pieces that make up your new object, then go through all of the usual steps to get your new graphics into their corresponding sprites and imported into your new object. Take a look at it in 'View Object', make any necessary adjustments to it, give it a new name, price and description, then it's all ready to check out in your game.


Congratulations, you've retextured an object for The Sims game!



